Abstract: During the 6-DOF (6 degrees of freedom) industrial robot processing continuous short segments, frequent start-stop motions would cause vibration of joint and low playback efficiency. For the purpose of improving machining precision and playback efficiency, a cubic S-curve ACC/DEC (acceleration and deceleration) algorithm which derived with maximum acceleration was proposed. Besides, the adaptive velocity look-ahead algorithm is applied to machine continuous short segments. The velocity-time equation of cubic S-curve is third order derivable, which prevents step change in jerk, avoiding impact and vibration come from playback by industrial robot. The velocity look-ahead algorithm can be used to reduce the motion start-stop counts when the robot plays back and to improve processing stability and efficiency. Simulation result shows that this algorithm is high flexible and reduces the time of playing back significantly.
Introduction
High-speed, high-precision, high-stability is the outstanding feature of modern industrial robot, which are realized by velocity control algorithm. 6-DOF industrial robot gathers 3D machining segments by means of teaching mode. To achieve flexible control on playing back, it needs to use velocity planning on offline path. As we know, frequent start-stop motions would cause vibration of joints, which influences the machining precision and efficiency directly. Furthermore, there are many kinds of velocity control algorithms, linear, exponential and traditional seven-segment S-curve ACC/DEC algorithm are mostly used in robot system [1, 2] . Acceleration is discontinuous in linear and exponential ACC/DEC algorithm, which cause flexible impact on robot joints [3, 4] . The acceleration of traditional S-curve ACC/DEC algorithm is continuous and the velocity transition is smooth. But the Jerk transform suddenly under the certain stage [5] . It would be the reason for causing impact when the robot is working. And because of the complexity of seven-segment S-curve, it needs to discuss a variety of different situations when it applied to continuous short segments, which enlarges the work remarkably.
So far, many researchers have made deep investigation on velocity look-ahead control algorithm. In [6] and [7] , the authors suggested using ACC/DEC control after interpolating to realize high speed manufacturing for continuous short segments. But this method is hard to ensure the relationship of each coordinate axis. In Zhang Bi-tao's master graduate dissertation, a five-segment S-curve ACC/DEC algorithm derived with maximum acceleration was proposed. This algorithm has an advantage of fewer calculation, but he has not consider the situation of the jerk would be oversize when the velocity is recalculated for short segment.
A cubic S-curve ACC/DEC algorithm was proposed in this paper, it keeps the flexibility of acceleration and jerk. The adaptive velocity look-ahead algorithm can adjust the number of the processing segments according to the length of the processed path. Simulation result shows that the 4th International Conference on Sustainable Energy and Environmental Engineering (ICSEEE 2015) motion start-stop counts and the processing time were reduced after applying this algorithm to the industrial robot system.
The principle of cubic S-curve acceleration and deceleration algorithm
From Fig.1, defining v s as the start velocity of the offline path, v e as the end velocity of the offline path, v m as the maximum allowable velocity of playing back, a ac and a de as the maximum acceleration in acceleration process and deceleration respectively. S 1 , S 2 and S 3 as the displacement of three stages of cubic S-curve respectively, and each stage takes the time T 1 , T 2 and T 3 . And v m , a ac and a de are known quantity of robot system. 
The velocity limited by included angle between two adjacent segments In the case of Fig.2 
The velocity limited by the length of the machining segments
With the decrease of the size of processing paths, the length of the segment before or after the current joint-point might not be enough to accelerate to the maximum velocity. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the length of the segment before or after the current joint-point.
The velocity limited by the length of the segment before joint-point. L i as the length of the segment before the current joint-point. In a complete S-curve mode, suppose that throughout the segment S ac , the velocity accelerates from v s to v m . According to Eq.1 and Eq.2, we have: 
The velocity limited by the length of the segment after joint-point. L i+1 as the length of the segment after the current joint-point. In a complete S-curve mode, suppose that throughout the segment S de , the velocity decelerates from v m to v e . According to Eq.1 and Eq.2, we have:: 
The method to confirm the linked velocity is presented in this section below: 1) According to the limits of included angle between two adjacent segments and the length of current machining segment, the maximum velocity of look-ahead can be calculated; 2) Calculating the distance to decelerate from the velocity which had been calculated by step 1 to the minimum velocity of the robot system. And this distance would be regarded as the look-ahead distance to calculate the number of look-ahead segment. And then we can get the interval of look-ahead; 3) Start from the last segment in the interval of look-ahead, set the end velocity of this segment equal to the minimum velocity of the robot system. According to the length of each segment, the start velocity of each segment in the section of look-ahead can be calculated. Comparing the size of the start velocity and the included-angle velocity, taking the smaller one to regard as the end velocity of the above segment. By that analogy, the end velocity of current machining segment can be calculated finally. 4) Comparing the size of the end velocity, included-angle velocity and the velocity limited by the length of current segment, taking the smallest one to regard as the end velocity of current machining segment. By that analogy, the start velocity and the end velocity of each segment can be calculated. To the 3D continuous segments shown in Fig.3 , the flow chart of adaptive look-ahead control is shown in Fig.4 . 
Experiment simulation
In the simulation, the parameters of the robot system are defined as the follow: the maximum velocity v m =1000mm/s, the maximum acceleration and deceleration a ac =a de =3000mm/s 2 , the interpolation period T c =1ms. The 3D machining segments are gathered by the teaching mode of the industrial robot, as shown in Fig.5 .
The velocity curve without look-ahead has shown in Fig.6 . The end velocity and start velocity Fig.6 . Velocity curve without Look-ahead Control are equal to the minimum velocity of the system. It took 5.199s when playing back. The motion starts and stops frequently, which against the stability of processing. Fig.7 shows the velocity curve with look-ahead. The overall speed was improved obviously, which took 3.485s, improving one third of efficiency. The results indicate that, the adaptive look-ahead algorithm on account of cubic S-curve acceleration and deceleration is a flexible velocity control algorithm, which reduces the motion start-stop counts, avoids the vibration and the impact on robot joints and reduces the processing time greatly.
Conclusions
To reduce the vibration causing by the motion starting and stopping frequently, an adaptive look-ahead algorithm on the base of cubic S-curve was proposed in this paper. We had analyzed and derived the displacement-time and velocity-time equation with the parameter of maximum acceleration. By setting up mathematical model and programming, the result shows that this algorithm is flexible, which avoids the impact causing by step change in acceleration and jerk. The motion start-stop counts and the machining time decreases obviously after using adaptive look-ahead algorithm for robot system.
